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our second home should be
nothing less than ﬁrst rate,
an elegant retreat for well-deserved
months of recreation and relaxation.
The Designer ﬁts the bill beautifully,
living up to its name with thoughtfully
designed spaces, premium materials,
and discriminating touches. Every
detail was carefully considered and
reconsidered, resulting in a ﬁfth wheel
that looks, feels, and functions like a
luxury home. When it’s time to turn
your dreams into reality, step up to
the Designer by Jayco.

LUXURY at

every turn…

You’ll enjoy luxury at every turn.

FAMILY OWNED. FAMILY FOCUSED.
A SCRUMPTIOUS KITCHEN
Radiating with warmth, the Designer’s
kitchen serves up the perfect blend of
spaciousness, practicality, and style. It
features your choice of Fairﬁeld Oak
or Concord Cherry cabinets, an island
work area, and sleek black appliances.
35 CLQS

DESIGNER
Fifth Wheels

A.

B.

35 CLQS
ROOM TO LIVE WELL
The luxuriously appointed living room makes
an elegant statement with classic furniture
silhouettes and rich, textured fabrics.

35 CLQS

ONE FINE BAY
A focal point of the kitchen is this striking bay
window (optional) with two plant shelves,
topped with a soft lambrequin valance in
coordinating fabric.

A. From the fabric headboard to the
designer bedspread to the decorative bed pillows, the bedroom
welcomes you with an abundance
of beautiful touches.
B. Solid surface J-Stone® countertops
in both the kitchen and bathroom
feel substantial and look impressive.

www.jayco.com
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LUXURY in

every detail…
A PICTURE-PERFECT NOOK
The living room slideout creates the
perfect spot for reading, watching
TV, or cozying up to the ﬁreplace (optional). Framed with a distinctively
detailed hardwood fascia, it also features a large picture window.

A.

35 CLQS

B.

DESIGNER
Fifth Wheels

SPARKLE AND SHINE
The homelike bathroom sparkles with brass and
chrome ﬁxtures and a medicine cabinet mirror,
and comes equipped with your choice of a garden
tub or a shower with a glass door and surround.
Beneath the vanity is a handy laundry chute with
basket to keep dirty clothes out of sight.
C.

A. Faux wooden blinds add textural interest to windows
in the coach area.
B. The interior command center puts all the controls
at your fingertips, with a place for coats below.
C. Slideout awnings are easy to operate, provide
additional light control, and enhance the appearance
of the Designer’s exterior.

D.

D. A large pass-through storage area has ample
space for your bulky gear.

www.jayco.com
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ake your luxury level to whole new
heights with the Legacy Luxury
Upgrade Package, available on all
Designer ﬁfth wheel models. The Legacy
Upgrade Package offers a premium
collection of exterior and interior
enhancements, selected to achieve the
ultimate environment of style, comfort,
and ease. Now, no matter where you
travel, you can be far from ordinary.

Legacy Luxury Upgrade Package

Enhance your

LUXURY with the

Legacy Package

The Legacy Luxury Upgrade Package
includes the following:
• High-gloss gelcoat fiberglass
sidewall exteriors
• Carefree® 12V One-Touch electric
patio awning
• MOR/ryde® suspension system
• 10 cu. ft. flush mount refrigerator
• Fireplace
• Round dinette table with
skirted chairs
• Porcelain stool
• Fluorescent ceiling lighting
• Halogen lighting under
overhead cabinets
• Legacy style window treatments
• Legacy style décor treatments
• 2” blinds in coach area
• Bedroom AM/FM stereo and
CD player
• Bedroom 14” flat screen TV
• Antique brass rail headboard
• Fiberglass shower

36RLTS
FLOOR-TO-CEILING ELEGANCE
With the Legacy Upgrade Package, the entire living
room takes on a more reﬁned feeling of elegance. The
windows are dressed with distinctive dual-fabric draped
valances and 2" blinds, and Concord Cherry cabinetry
adds rich, traditional character.
EXTRA KITCHEN CONVENIENCES
Keep the cook happy with upgraded kitchen elements
including a roomy 10-cubic-foot refrigerator and kitchen
faucet with pull-out sprayer.

36RLTS

Fifth Wheels

A. FIBERGLASS SHOWER
You’ll appreciate the sophistication
and residential-style design of the
fiberglass shower included in the
Legacy Package.

DESIGNER

ELECTRIC PATIO AWNING
The Carefree® 12V electric OneTouch electric patio awning makes
it beautifully easy to create a shady,
comfortable outdoor “room” for
relaxing or entertaining.

B. BEDROOM STEREO CD PLAYER
A built-in stereo CD player in the
bedroom keeps your favorite
relaxing music close at hand.
C. AUTOMATIC AMBIANCE
Nestled in the lower section of the
entertainment center, the fireplace
adds a charming glow and homey
ambiance to the living room area.
D. BEDROOM FLAT SCREEN
The 14” RCA flat screen TV in the
bedroom enhances TV viewing.

A.

B.

C.

D.
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DESIGNER STANDARD EXTERIOR
Combine the Designer’s super tough Filon®
fiberglass sidewalls with a distinctive standard graphics package, and you have a great
look that can standup as well as standout.

Exterior Graphics

The Looks
of LUXURY

LEGACY UPGRADE PACKAGE EXTERIOR
High-gloss gelcoat fiberglass sidewalls
create a sleeker, more polished exterior
and provide the perfect canvas for the
Legacy Upgrade Package graphics.
PREMIUM PAINT PACKAGES
Make a graphic statement of your personal
style with your choice of two Premium Paint
Packages – Autumn Fern or Platinum Slate –
available on both Designer and Legacy
models. (Legacy Package model with
optional Platinum Slate Premium Paint
pictured in right and below photos.)

DESIGNER STANDARD EXTERIOR

LEGACY UPGRADE EXTERIOR

PREMIUM PAINT PACKAGE EXTERIORS

Autumn Fern

Platinum Slate

Standard Construction Features
The seamless one-piece rubber roof shrugs off the
hardest rains, reflects heat, and reduces noise.
Filon® fiberglass sidewalls

Our 5” TuffShell™ vacuum-bonded crowned
roof is stronger than those used by other
manufacturers.
1/4” roof decking

Extra-strong TuffShell™ vacuum-bonded sidewalls are constructed with aluminum framing. Everything is anchored to
the floor, so the floor supports the weight of the walls.
Ducted A/C venting
Welded aluminum framing

Insulated in-floor ducted heating distributes heat
evenly and frees up more space for cabinets.
Strong 5/8” plywood flooring is tongue and
groove, so seams stay firmly attached.
R-7 blanket insulation
Puncture-resistant PolyFlex™ lines the underside
of the floor. All holding tanks are insulated and
heated, and bottoms are wrapped to create a fully
enclosed underbelly.

Worry about making the most of your adventure, not
the height of your tow vehicle. Designer fifth wheels
feature standard Jake Plate™ adjustable axle hanger
plates. Twice as strong as traditional single spring
hangers, they allow you to adjust the axle height to
accommodate tow vehicles of different heights.
Enjoy wide-open spaces, outside and in. Jayco’s
PowerDrive™ slideout expands your living space by
simply pushing a button. A strong 12” stacked tubular
steel frame allows Jayco to utilize the flush-floor
slideout system and gives you 6’ 3”of headroom. Our
PowerDrive™ mechanism consists of a rack-and-pinion
drive, low-friction gearing, and high-torque electric motor
that uses only 10 amps, so it won’t drain your battery.

End caps are one-piece molded fiberglass. They lend a sleek aerodynamic
look and they’re dent-resistant, too.
Repairs, if required, are easy.
Our rugged, doublestacked 12” tubular
steel frame is stronger
and won’t flex as
much as the typical
C-channel frame
most RVs are built on,
so Designer is more
rigid and stable.

Jayco has been blessed with some of America’s
finest craftsmen who make Middlebury,
Indiana and the Jayco plant their home and
workplace. Generation after generation, a
legacy of tried-and-true construction methods
is passed down, continuing the tradition of
quality and durability that has helped Jayco
grow into a true industry leader.

www.jayco.com
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35 CLQS New for 2005!
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2005 Standards and Options
Standard Construction Features
Frame made of double stacked 12"
tubular, cambered steel
Filon® ﬁberglass sidewall exteriors
Bead-foam insulation (R-9 in sidewalls,
R-23 in roof)
Electric-powered slideout
Cabinetry crafted w/screwed stile
construction
5/8” tongue and groove plywood
main ﬂoor decking
Tubular-aluminum sidewall framework
One piece, seamless, rubber roof
TuffShell™ vacuum-bond laminated
sidewalls
TuffShell™ vacuum-bond laminated roof
PolyFlex™ one-piece underbelly covering
Foil insulation in ﬂoor area
Enclosed, insulated, and heated underbelly
Welded aluminum ﬂoor studs on
16" centers

Standard Exterior Equipment
12V light for hitch
16" radial tires
Entrance door is ﬁberglass and radius
cornered w/screen door
Jake Plate™ adjustable axle hangers
Galvanized steel wheel wells
ABS fender skirts
Rain guttering, molded w/drip spouts
Carefree® patio awning
Chrome hub caps
Battery box for two batteries
Electric-powered front jacks
E-Z Lube® axles
Caps on front and rear made of
ﬁberglass w/radius corners
Patio light w/inside switch
Sidewall corners radiused at top
and bottom
Baggage doors, lockable and radiuscornered w/heavy-duty grab handles

Triple retractable entrance step
Ladder to roof
Shock absorbers
Painted bottom radius skirting
Front jacks w/quick release pins
Stabilizer jacks, angled for greater
stability, 30” travel length (1 pair)
Street-side utility light
White-framed, radius-cornered, awningstyle windows w/tinted safety glass
WideTrak™ landing gear on front

Standard Heat, Power,
and Water Equipment
10 gal. gas/electric auto-ignition
water heater
110V G.F.C.I. protected exterior receptacle
12V electrical system w/dual 110V,
45-amp power converters
Interior Command Center®
50-amp quick-connect power cord
50-amp electric service
A/C chill grill
Vents are pre-wired for attic fan in
bedroom and living room
Outside utility center in front
basement area
12V demand water pump
Monitor panel for all systems
Furnace w/wall thermostat,
auto-ignition
Battery disconnect switch
Hook-up for city water
In-ﬂoor ducted heat
Holding and fresh water tanks
made of rotocast plastic
Double 30-lb. LP gas bottles, w/regulator
(in side compartment on sliding tray)
Water lines by Uponor®
Prep for washer/dryer (36RLTS,
37RLQS, 38RDQS)

Water heater bypass system
Water system winterization kit

Standard Interior Equipment

Standard Kitchen Equipment

Cable TV hookup w/RG6 coax cabling
Ceiling fan w/light
Crank-up TV antenna w/signal booster
Decorative brass lighting throughout
Decorative throw pillows for sofa
High-intensity 12V lighting package
Day/night shades throughout
Entertainment center
SuperSlide™ w/ﬂush-ﬂoor design
Hide-a-bed sofa w/foot rest
Solid hardwood interior entry grab handle
Linoleum ﬂoor in entryway
Magazine rack
Overhead cabinetry in slideout room
Phone jack
Residential-style trim and molding
Rocker recliner(s)
Prep for satellite dish for roof
and sidewall
Sliding windows in slideout end walls
Soft lambrequin treatments for windows
Fairﬁeld Oak ﬂat-paneled doors and
drawers throughout
Carpeting w/padding throughout unit

Free-standing table w/4 chairs
3-burner range w/9,000-BTU SuperBurner™ and piezo igniter
Bi-fold, recessed cover for stove
Single lever faucet w/pull-out sprayer
Silverware drawer, divided for utensils
Paper towel holder
Extra large picture window at dinette
8 cu. ft. refrigerator w/double door
Hard surface countertop w/
integrated deep bowls
Oversized 21” oven
Raised hardwood refrigerator fronts
Microwave oven w/carousel
Cover for sink/cutting board (2)
Toe kicks on all base kitchen cabinets
Fluorescent lighting under cabinet
Wallpaper border
Knife holder, recessed in countertop

Standard Bathroom Equipment
ABS tub/shower w/surround
Brass and chrome ﬁxtures
Toilet with foot-pedal ﬂush
Glass shower door
Wall switches for all lights
Cup holders, hooks for hanging
items, and soap dish
Hard surface countertop w/
integrated deep bowls
Skylight in tub/shower
Toilet paper holder
Towel holder
Window in commode area
Medicine cabinet w/mirror

Standard Bedroom Equipment
Under bed storage, bed lifts easily
on gas struts
Laundry hamper
Accordian-style bedroom door
Phone jack
Day/night shades
Decorative pillows for bed
Quilted bedspread
Dresser drawers
Fabric headboard
TV shelf

Standard Safety Equipment
Break-away switch
Lock and dead bolt on entrance door
Fire extinguisher
LP/gas leak detector
Multiple egress windows
Smoke detector
Tinted safety glass windows

2005 Standards and Options (continued)
Optional Equipment

Stackable washer/dryer (36RLTS,

A/C, 13,000 BTU, 2nd in bedroom
Onan® 5500-watt Microlite generator,
w/auto changeover
Booth dinette w/2 drawers
Concord Cherry cabinetry
Fiberglass shower in lieu of garden tub
Deluxe entertainment center w/
36" TV (37RLQS, 38RDQS)
Extended pin box (31 RLS)
Exterior entertainment center
Fireplace
Dinette bay window
Prep for generator, USA and CSA
High-gloss gelcoat ﬁberglass
sidewall exteriors
Portable, outside gas RVQ® grill w/
carrying case
Premium paint package - Autumn Fern
or Platinum Slate
Carefree® SideOut Kover II awning
for slideout (2, 3, or 4, depending
on model)

Popular Features

37RLQS, 38RDQS)

Safety glass windows w/tinted
thermal panes
Rack for bikes, w/receiver

A. The battery disconnect is
now a standard feature on
all Designer fifth wheels.

MOR/ryde® Suspension, available
with the Legacy Luxury Package,
adds rubber shear springs that
absorb damaging road shock,
deliver smoother towing and provide better handling on the road.

A.

B.

B. A new standard feature
for 2005, the outside utility
center makes it easier than
ever to manage water, sanitation and antifreeze lines.
C. Keep the music going outside
with this optional exterior
entertainment center.
D. The optional stackable
washer/dryer set takes
up very little room, but is
a huge convenience.

C.

D

2005 Designer Fifth Wheel Speciﬁcations
Includes Water Heater

Gray
Wastewater
Capacity (gal.)

Toilet/Black
Wastewater
Capacity (gal.)

85*
85
85
85
85
85

70*
70
72
70
70*
72

35*
35
35
35
35*
35

Dry Hitch
Weight (lbs.)

Gross
Vehicle Weight
Rating (lbs.)

Cargo
Carrying
Capacity (lbs.)

Fresh Water
Capacity (gal.)

Models

Unloaded
Bedroom
Vehicle
Exterior Length Exterior Height Interior Height Weight (lbs.)

31 RKS
31 RLS
35 CLQS
36 RLTS
37 RLQS
38 RDQS

33'-7" *
33'-7"
37'-2"
38'-2"
39' *
39'-9"

1975*
1975
2150
2305
2380*
2440

13500*
13500
15800
15800
15800*
15800

3995*
3995
4325
4705
4205*
3705

154" *
154"
157"
157"
157" *
158"

72" *
72"
77"
77"
77" *
77"

9505*
9505
11475
11095
11595*
12095

* = Estimated Values
Unloaded Vehicle Weight (UVW): Sometimes referred to as “Dry Weight,”
UVW means the typical weight of this trailer as built at the factory. The UVW,
as used in product literature and other promotional materials, does not include
cargo, fresh water, LP gas, options, or dealer-installed accessories.
Gross Vehicle Weight Rating (GVWR): GVWR means the maximum permissible
weight of the trailer, including the UVW plus passengers, personal items, all
cargo, fluids, options, and dealer-installed accessories. The GVWR is equal to
or greater than the sum of the UVW and the CCC.

Cargo Carrying Capacity (CCC): CCC means the maximum weight of all passengers, personal items, food, fresh water, LP gas, tools, other cargo, and
dealer-installed accessories* that can be carried by the trailer. CCC is equal to
or less than GVWR minus UVW.
*The addition of options will decrease the CCC.

questions or advice. Whether you are new to RVing or a veteran, get a feel for the
performance of your tow vehicle and the RV together before heading out on the
roadways. When you tow an RV, you must drive differently than you do when
driving a single vehicle. Practice hooking up, driving, backing up, and braking in a
safe environment or seek out professional instruction.

It is important for your safety and enjoyment that your tow vehicle be adequately
sized and equipped to tow and handle the GVWR of the RV you select. Review
weights and rating of your tow vehicle and consult a competent advisor for

See specification chart above. Jayco affixes a weight label to each RV which lists
weight information for that vehicle.

www.jayco.com

Customer Value Package

Interior Colors
Help design your Designer’s interior by choosing
one of these coastal-inspired palettes, each
featuring luxurious fabrics with complementary
colors, textures, and patterns.

E.

Alabaster Sand
A.

B.

F.

Cobalt Bay
G.

C.
The Customer Value Package includes the following:
A. 24” flat screen TV with pull-out
E. Powered attic fan in bathroom
swivel base
F. Polished aluminum wheels
B. Deluxe king-size pillow-top mattress
G. Home theater system with Dolby® Digital
C. Foldable, exterior grab handle
5.1 Surround Sound and DVD player
H. Water purification system
D. In-floor, flush-mounted safe

D.

H.

Coral Reef

• A/C (Central), 15,000 BTU
• Security lights (2)
• Outside shower
• Spare tire and tire carrier
• Black holding tank sprayer

Manchester Merlot

Peace of Mind at Every Turn
CUSTOMER FIRST ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE
Travel worry-free in your Designer® recreational vehicle with Jayco’s Customer
First Roadside Assistance program, yours at no cost during your ﬁrst year of ownership. This program is offered through
Coach-Net®, the largest RV emergency road
service in the country, and gives you immediate access to dependable roadside assistance and support services with a simple
phone call.
• Emergency Roadside Assistance
• 24-hour Toll-free Emergency Message Service
• $500 Trip Interruption Reimbursement
• Toll-free Nationwide Service Appointment Assistance
• FREE Custom Trip Routing and Full Color Map Service
• FREE Dispatch of On-Site Mechanical Service
• FREE Jump Starts
• FREE Tire Changes

• FREE Fuel Delivery
• FREE Lockout Service
• FREE Travelers Checks
• $1,000 Auto Theft or Hit-and Run Reward

WE BACK WHAT WE BUILD.
The Jayco 2+3 Warranty is a manufacturer’s limited warranty. It doesn’t
come from your dealer and it’s not an
extended warranty! It comes from the
people who build Jayco recreational
vehicles to the people who buy them.
Each Jayco is warranteed to the original purchaser for twenty-four (24) months from the date of purchase against defects in materials and workmanship. The Jayco
warranty includes a limited three-year (3) structural guarantee
and, in addition, our limited warranty may be transferred one
time within the ﬁrst two (2) years. Go ahead and compare the
Jayco warranty with other manufacturers’ warranties. You’ll ﬁnd
it’s the best in the business!
For a copy of the limited warranty with full terms and
conditions, ask your local Jayco dealer or visit our web site at
www.jayco.com.

Your Jayco Dealer
As a Jayco owner, you can be part of the Jayco Jafari
International Travel Club. Ask your dealer about the Jafari
“flight” in your area, write Jayco, or visit our website.
Please Note: All information in this brochure is the latest available at the time of publication approval. Jayco reserves the right to make changes and to discontinue models
without notice or obligation. Photos in this brochure may show optional equipment. RVs
built for sale in Canada may differ to conform to Canadian codes.

FAMILY OWNED. FAMILY FOCUSED.

See above dealer for further information and prices.

Jayco, Inc., P.O. Box 460, Middlebury, IN 46540 www.jayco.com

RVQ is a registered trademark of Vitco, Inc. Filon is a registered trademark of Kemlite
Company, Inc. E-Z Lube is a registered trademark of the Dexter Axle Company. Carefree
is a registered trademark of Carefree of Colorado. Onan is a registered trademark of
Cummins Engine Corporation. MOR/ryde is a registered trademark of MOR/ryde International. Uponor is a registered trademark of Uponor Manufactured Structures. Dolby
and the double-D symbol are registered trademarks of Dolby Laboratories.
©2005 Jayco, Inc.
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